
Inter-Act with Media 

 

Movie 

 

The Beaver (2011)  

Director (Jodie Foster)  

Stars:  Mel Gibson, Jodie Foster 

Brief Summary: Walter Black (Gibson) suffers a mental breakdown and emotionally distances 

himself from his family. What brings him back? A hand puppet, “The Beaver,” that he adopts to 

literally communicate for him in every aspect of his life. As Walter uses “The Beaver” as his 

“communication surrogate,” he rebuilds his personal and professional relationships, and finds a 

way to heal himself.  

While watching The Beaver, consider the following concepts from the chapter:  

 

1. How concrete is Walter’s language prior to his emotional breakdown?  

2. Why do you believe that “The Beaver” has a different verbal dialect than Walter? 

3. Describe how “The Beaver” helps Walter follow conversational maxims, whereas he 

would not be able to interact with others without its assistance.  

 

Book 

 

Drive:  The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (2009)  

Author (Daniel H. Pink) 

New York, NY; Penguin Group 

 

Are people really motivated by external rewards, such as money, cars, and prizes? Daniel Pink 

says no. He says that what really motivates people is autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Pink uses 

scientific research to support his assertions about human motivation, even though it may seem 

counterintuitive to what we think we know about human nature.  

 

While reading Drive, answer the following questions:  

 

a. How does Pink suggest using language when an assignment is not one that requires “deep 

thinking”?  

b. What language would you use for praise and nontangible rewards, as Pink suggests? 

c. Give an example of “providing useful information” as an informational motivator.  

 

Television  

 

Tabatha Takes Over (2011) 

 

Tabatha Coffey admits that she embraces her “inner bitch.” This renowned hair stylist is called in 

to aid failing hair salons. Without the same thick emotional family drama as restaurant makeover 



shows, Tabatha has to rely on extremely specific verbal criticism and feedback in order to help 

the salon owner correct the business issues as well as teach the stylists how to improve their 

technique and service. As you watch this show, cite specific examples of language that Tabatha 

uses as she provides advice and positive and negative feedback.  

 

 


